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Abstract
The main average characteristics of muon, electron and
hadron components of exstensive air showers were cal-
culate using a standart model of nuclear interaction.
The obtained results are in good agreemQnt with Tien
Shan experimental data,
I. introduction. The method of analysis of the anomaly
m
in the developmant and structure of exstensive air showers
- /EAS/ gives the real possibilit_]for--- experimental investiga-
tion of gamma-quanta with high energy in the primary cosmic
" radiation.On the basis of E'len Shan experimental data was
show_ 2], that _AS poor in muons and high energy hadrons are
" initiated by gamma-quanta with energy - 1015 eV.
2.Method. The development of electron-photon compo-
nent with a threshold energ_ of 500 i_leVin homogenous atmo-
sphere was simulated with help of Monte-uarlo method. The
primary energy of the initiated photon was E=IO 15 eV.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19850027720 2020-03-20T17:05:07+00:00Z
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The probability for realization of the cross-sectlon:
_2
;:_ndE in GeV.
It was supposed,that the nuclear cascade,initiated by
a proton with the same energy as the correspondent photon
energg, starts in the point of the photonuclear interaction.
Eurthe_, there were used the differential energy spectra of
pions for different deepnesses in the atmosphere [43in attempt
to evolute the analogous spectrum for the observation level
700 g. cm 2. By this way were calculated the total number o±"
muons with energy _>5GeV too.
The energy flux carried by the electron-photon component
of the same type of EAS was estimated with help of the late-
_e _,sjE5Jof the average energy per
ral distribution function
electron.In this case the correspondent energy flux density
is: _ (_,s)= __(_,_,)_(,_,s)
= [A/e/(n? 0._)21 _.(' _/_t., , _ ) ,were 3C_eL%S) =
is the modife_3NK funktion of the lateral distribution of.
electrons in a shower..
\
3,Results: The average energy of the hadron component
_ :in EA_, initiated by a primary gamma-quanta with energy
1015 ev was ,_stimated for the threshold energy of the ±'ien
Shan experimental data - Ehtr> 3.8 GeV:
Ehz_(> :_.g_v) = 4._a. t0_2ev
0nly _3_ of the primary energy were transfered as
energy of ohe electron-photon component and there are ._11.5
GeV in each photonuclear i_:teraction.
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The number o'f' muons with E_>5 @eV in the same showers
was estimated as_5 _e_)=555.
4. Discusion. 'l_netotal number of muons_in gamma-
initiated shower with energy_6.1014 e_ was estimated with
help of a semiemperical method [2]as 255 for the i'ien _han
experimental data. Taken into account the _/_(E)dependan_ ]
we obtain _(_,'tJ_--56_ ._he average relation between total
numbers of muons IZ___ingamma-initiated _and normal%4showers
was estimated asI_7 _=00#'7 ._aken into account the total
:i_uonLluctuations for the _ien Shan experiment]we can ob-
+_ain the threshold value lor the selection ol muon poor
showers :
( /__ = 0.I_" ,what is in good agreer_ent
with the semiemperica_value 0.11 [2!
_he energy of t,he electron-photon component tran_-
lere_ in the lien Sh_n C_lorimeter _7]is.
3M
0.2_
• The correspondent part oz %he energy of h_dron compon_n_
_,=_ estimated as _3.7 1011 eV,taken into account the
" results [7' 8]about the lateral distributin of hadrons with
different energies. So is the average value of the relatio_ 2]
(Eh / Ee):5.3 10 -3 and including the total fluctuation of
2]
(En / E e) for Tien Shan experimen_ we obtain for the
threshold value for hadron poor shower selection (Eh /E e )
=1.5 10 -2 , which confirms the semiemperical value 1.42 10-2
too.
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5. Conclusions. The results of the present calcula-
±ion confirms the criteria, adopted by the analysiJ2]of the
_ien Shan experimental data,for selection of much and hadron
_oor showers as gamma-initiated showers with energy _I015eV
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